Senior
Wills
Class of 2020

The Last Will and Testament of Katie Bohall
To anyone who remembers me as a freshman, I am so sorry. I was very awkward. With
that in mind, I owe most of my glow up to NFTY PAR. Through NFTY I learned to be a leader,
how to actually speak, how to be confident, how to have my own beliefs, and how to be a
somewhat responsible human. Thank you to Stacey, Anne, Amanda, and the Jamies for being
amazing role models and mentors in NFTY. To all NFTY underclassmen, don’t take your years
here for granted. Appreciate every little moment you have and make the most out of your
experience - even if it means going for 6 am morning runs because the sunrise at Camp Harlem
is so pretty. Now for the senior will:
NFTY PAR- I leave all future participants with the Brit. Please actually follow it.
BCTY- I leave you a smile and wave goodbye. And good luck next year lol.
Hannah Scott- I leave you with thousands of memories. Whether it was sleepovers, parties,
wandering around Philly lost, or our endless facetime calls. Thank you for being my best friend
since freshman year and always making me laugh.
Marissa Magasiny- I leave you with one of those huge teddy bears from costco because I know
how much you would love one of those. I am not leaving you with anything else because no
matter which college you pick I know that we will still be seeing each other.
Delaney Magasiny- I leave you with a plane ticket to Florida because you are coming to visit
me.
Eli Tenenbaum- I leave you with my country music playlist so you can finally learn the superior
music genre. I also leave you with an endless amount of money to make up for all of the free
therapy you have given me this year.
Mia Fremder- I leave you with the best gluten free pizza in the world because you deserve it. I
also leave you with an amazing workout to make up for that pizza because we gotta stay skinny
legends.
Naomi Israeli- I leave you with a really big hug because I miss you and love you girl.
Anna Schwartz- I leave you with an inhaler because everytime we hang out we ending up
laughing and can’t breathe.
Shayna Saltzberg- I leave you with an infinite amount of patience because I know I used up all
of yours this year as a membership chair. I also leave you with my last two brain cells because
they can be really fun and are usually where we end up coming up with new member programs
so I’m sure you can use them for something good.
Ezra Briskin- I leave you with a can of lysol and disinfectant wipes for that creepy room in your
basement. I’m very sorry.
Recce Ratliff- I leave you with a pair of laces for your timberlands because you know the way I
wear mine looks better. I also leave you the haunting memory of that time you gave me a back
massage with relaxing music and fed me caramel m&ms because that was wack.
Mel Wolfson, Kylie Talerico, Makenzie Ratliff- I leave you three with all my love and my
legacy.
Ari Beal, Ben Beal, Victor Vernick, and 6 other mystery NFTY PAR alum- I leave y’all with a
nfty par chapstick. And an apology to Ben and Ari for any drama this might start.

The Last Will and Testament of Rachel Elise Eisenman

Sydnee Ostroff,I leave you selfies, boy talk,
gossip, brunch, some of my geography
knowledge, and literally all of my love. It’s
crazy to me that we have known each other since
forever, but NFTY is what brought us close. I
love you forever. Take care of KIFTY for me :)
Ezra Briskin,I leave you the responsibility of
NFTY-PAR’s regional DJ. I have never met
anybody with such impeccable taste in music,
please expose the rest of the region to this
greatness, and may the JBL speaker be your
greatest possession.
Andrew Flatt,I leave you the biggest, tightest
hugs ever. I don’t think I have ever met
somebody who gives better hugs than you do. I
also leave you endless bottles of Gatorade
(especially blue) and Powerade.
Lucas Golluber,I leave you complete control
over the NFTY-PAR pictures google drive.
Have fun trying to figure out how to handle the
complete lack of storage on that thing. Keep
taking pictures, they are truly something special.
I also leave you my babysitting job, because I’m
pretty sure we all know those girls love you
more than me.
Jake Weitzman,I leave you all the siyyums and
camp songs you could ever play. You’re the
best.
Ari Beal,I leave you a lot of lululemon and
facetime calls.
Danielle Strauss,thank you for making KIFTY
and NFTY so fun. You have been the best
mentor and advisor and I can’t wait to see where
KIFTY goes with you in the lead.
NFTY-PAR Regional Board of 2016-2017,I
know you probably won’t see this, but thank you
for making me love NFTY-PAR. I remember
coming to my first event (rip SLK) as a
freshman and feeling instantly welcomed by the

board. I looked up to you then and I look up to
you now.
PAR Seniors 2020,I know we’ve been a small
grade, but I truly to love you all. Of course this
isn’t the senior year we expected, but I’m glad to
have had the last 4 years with you.
President Elijah M. Weitzman,I leave you the
list of quotes I made from board meetings. If
you actually want it, I will send it to you because
it is truly iconic.
Anna Schwartz,I leave you cuddles and
facemasks and all the good vibes. Your strength
amazes me every single day and I am so grateful
to have spent this year on board with you.
Abby Hart,I leave you enough cowboy hats
and yeehaws to last a lifetime. I love you a lot,
cowgirl.
Shayna Saltzburg,I leave you car rides to
meetings and the responsibility to keep having
meetings at your house. Saltzburg House
meetings are the best meetings. My KIFTY
buddy forever.
Amanda,thank you for such a great year on
board. You have turned me into a leader I never
thought I could be. Thank you for putting up
with me, I know it isn’t easy.
Shayna Clair Pellen (aka mush), this year on
board has created an unbreakable bond between
us and I am so, so thankful for it. I leave you
endless facetime calls, sleepovers, boy talks, and
lots and lots of cheek squishes. You’re gonna do
great things. I love you forever broskie.
Mahayla Renee Meyer,I don’t even know
what to say to you because I might start crying
while writing this. My best friend for all 4 years
of high school, my person, my therapist, etc. I
leave you cow TikToks, cuddles, 3am facetime
breakdowns, adventures, and many more
memories. I cannot wait to see where the next

few years take us. I love you so much and I truly
have no idea what I would do without you.

The Last Will and Testament of Jess Firstenberg
Par: I’m sorry I missed winsty and spring, but the last 15 events with you guys have been some of
the best parts of my high school experience. I wish you guys all the luck in the world.
Kayla Talarico and Tianna Ginsberg: I miss you both boatloads and I know I wouldn’t be where I
am without either of you. Finish up freshman year and then come home to give me hugs.
Ethan Lane Miller: Thank you for convincing me to join tefty and helping me learn to love it. I’m
so proud of you leading TOR over there in Texas, even if you still don’t know what WEML means.
Matt Nussbaum: We interviewed Ethan when I was in 6th grade and you were in 10th. No one
talked to me that night but you. If you hadn’t, I wouldn’t have been in tefty for long, and I never
would have come to a par event. I have you to thank for introducing me to the people I’ve grown
to love the most.
Kenz: You are the sweetest person I’ve ever met, never change.
Kylie: Thanks for replacing the Kayla sized hole in my heart and being my mom.
Jacob Benjamin Weitzman: Thanks for being my little freshman buddy, one of my best friends,
and my third little brother.
Briana Schwartz: Thanks for letting me be your sidekick. I love watching you grow even though
you’re vertically challenged (that part is from Sam), I have so much faith in you, and I can’t wait
to see what you do next.
Delaney: Thanks for always supporting me and listening when I’m a mess.
Mel: Thanks for being the only person at Cherokee Sam and I both say hi to.
Reece: You were my first little. I remember when I texted you before hag mac 2016, you
sounded like the nicest person and I couldn’t wait to meet you. Thanks for picking me up when I’m
down and always finding a way to make me laugh.
Zoë: You’re the coolest. Our panera dates are the best and I love being crazy with you 24/7.
Naomi: Thanks for our late night gossip sessions in the bunks and helping me realize I’m headed in
the right direction. Play me back in cup pong.
Ben Beal: Thanks for being the most considerate person I know.
Katie: I leave you red silly puddy, dan + shay tickets, good decisions and 17/21 of my heart. I love
you so much, you’re never allowed to stop talking to me.
Hannah: We’ve been through a lot but you’ll always be that 7 year old girl I met in services right
after you moved here. I remember you brought your American girl doll and I was so jealous
because I wasn’t allowed to bring mine. I can’t wait to watch you continue to succeed. The big
world out there is going to love you almost as much as I do. You’ll always be the Shauna to my
Shayna.
Gill: The first thing that comes to mind is how much I love your sense of humor. You’re my go to
bunkmate / roommate, and Israel was the best trip of my life because I got to spend it with you.
Elijah Matthew Weitzman: We’ve kinda been stuck together for awhile now but I wouldn’t
change it for anything. Thanks for pushing me to be the best me I can be and encouraging me to
stick around. Most importantly: thanks for helping me prove our moms right to Ethan.
Lexie: Thanks for being the best coworker, friend, and youth director all rolled into one.
Tefty: You guys got this. Thank you for turning me into a leader.

My Dumb Dumb: Thanks for being the most fun person to fight with and pick on. Our car rides
will never get old. Make par and tefty your own, try not to murder Eddie, and take care of my
favorite thing in the world: Mocha. Don’t tell anyone but I’m going to miss you.

The Last Will and Testament of Shaina Belle Kramer
NFTYPAR…
My journey has been like no other and I am forever grateful. Thank you. Thank you for endless laughs. Thank you
for greasy grilled cheeses. Thank you for tears in good times. Thank you for redefining goodbye. Thank you for
the long lasting scent of whipped cream following pie mafia. Thank you for community. Thank you for the most
meaningful connections to Judaism. Thank you for teaching me how long distance friendships work. Thank you
for teaching me to love my hydroflasks. Thank you for giving me memories no one else understands. Thank you.
Amanda Wachstein…
I leave you with a million more thank yous. You have supported me so much and been so insightful during our time
together. Our year on board would not have been the same without endless laughing and the best honesty in what
you have taught me.
Sydnee Ostroff…
I leave you with the family legacy… make Eden and I proud. I love you. Keep learning!
Shayna Pellen…
I am leaving you being so proud of what you have done this past year. You are so awesome and quirky and I am so
happy to call you my little.
Mahayla Meyer…
you are so bright and smiley, I love it. I cherish our time on board together, in Israel and throughout NFTY. I leave
you with every laugh we’ve shared together.
Rachel Eisenman…
I leave you with the memories of “wifey” and how close we became in our second year of NFTY. I am so thankful for
you encouraging me to join Harlam in Israel with you and your camp friends.
Shayna Saltzburg…
I leave you with your incredible talent. I loved watching you in Legally Blonde. Both in NFTY and your life, I cannot
wait to see the places you soar.
Reece Ratliff…
Thank you for always cracking my back when I needed it and being there for me. Can’t wait to see everything you
do!
Ben Beal…
I leave you with your incredible hugs. Thank you for all the good times.
Abby Hart…
I leave you with my ability (and talent, might I add) to literally never stop laughing. I know you will fulfill this legacy
to its best potential. Also plz remember me when you are Tiktok famous.
Ezra Briskin…
I leave you with the FVP legacy (I am writing this after elections haha). Enjoy the toilet bowl, and never, ever lose
the canteen key. Have fun! #FvpForever
For all my North American NFTY friends… I leave you with PARs legacy, the best grilled cheese you will ever have,
the best friendships, and unbeatable times at North American events every year.
Lastly, I wanted to share my favorite life lesson I’ve learned on my NFTY journey… something from my time at the
URJ Kutz Camp. Welcome Home: being a part of something special doesn’t make you special. Something is special
because you are a part of it.

With Love and Laughter,
Shaina Belle Kramer

The Last Will and Testament of Marissa Magasiny aka Mars
As I begin to write the last words of my journey through NFTY-PAR, I look back, unable to
comprehend how quickly everything went by. It feels like just yesterday I got off of the bus at
Harlam for JYK and were given the best memories and friends I could ask for in this lifetime.
Thank you NFTY for all the happiness and fullness you gave me over the past six years.
Mel- I leave you what brought me here, AEFTY! I hope that when I leave you watch over it and
give it everything it has given you. It's incredible to see how far you have come and grown in
the last few years. Thank you for the tik-toks, random board jokes, and last minute errand
runs for Jaime. Matty- I leave you horrible dance moves, any ball superlative, and all the love
and fun in the world. Thank you for being a little brother I never had! Kylie May- Oh Kylie,
please take everything you’ve learned and use it as you grow in NFTY and AEFTY. You are
another little crazy sister to me. I leave to you jokes, love, fun, and most important the rest of
my Burritos. Reese- Here is the failed guitar skills I have taken in, the amazing concerts and
jam sessions. Thank you for the friendship and lake talks. Rivers till I reach you always. Keep
thriving and save me a ticket to every concert. Tyler- Thank you for the amazing NFTY and
Camp Marriage. Stay Chillen best friend! Syd- Thank you for the late night giggles, where is
australia? geography trivia, and love. You are beautiful and I love you. Soph, Jade, and EllaHere is to our random dance parties, mirror selfies, and cuddles puddles. I love you girls so
much. Stay beautiful my loveys. The Campies- I love you all! Thank you for amazing summers
and weekend events filled with pillow talks, jokes, adventure, and family. You are the most
amazing people and I am beyond grateful for all of you. Anna- Thank you for all the cuddles,
long talks and amazing advice. I love you to Pitt and back. Ben Beal- You have a huge heart
and great mind. Always stay amazing and know how incredible your hugs are. AAron
masters- Take back your ravioli, ramen, and markers. Love ya! Katie and Hannah- Thank you
for being my best friends in the entire world.Thank you for the sleepovers, the random ft
calls, the advice, the dunkin runs, and the love. I don’t know what I would have done and
would do without you. You both are my sisters and mean everything to me. I love you both
forever and always. Robbie, Will, Isaac, Sammy, and Mikey- Without you NFTY wouldn’t be the
same. Your love for PAR made mine even stronger. Thank you for what you did for me and
for NFTY. I miss you guys and love you! See you soon. Amanda- Thank you for being another
mom away from home. Thank you for all the summer camp visits, the ice cream sandwiches
because of my allergies, and all the love and laughs you have given to me. Thank you for
your support and care over the last few years. I love you and appreciate everything you
have done for me. Last but not least-Delaney- I love you so much! Please take in every
moment and word of NFTY. You are the best little sister in the world and I know my friends
feel that way too. You have accomplished amazing things and will continue to do so. Keep
this place and these people close to your heart forever and always. This is your home. Be
happy tweedle D. NFTY, I will always hold you close to my heart. So as it began and now
ends, “All journeys have a secret destination of which the traveler is unaware,” but I always
knew my destination was here with you. With all my love PAR...

The Final Will of Mahayla Renee Meyer
Mr. (Eli) President- To you I leave long bus rides and
“cuddles”. I leave our extreme love of Haribo gummies
and the knowledge that foreign countries make them
much better. From your car playlists, your mom's
cookies, North American adventures, and more, you
rock. *Pat Pat*
Anna S- To my sweetest little successor, I leave you a
love of ProFo, of doing the maximum amount of reach
out for fun, and of dance parties. I can’t wait to watch you
continue to thrive. Never lose your good vibes.
Abby H- To you I leave yee haws, hotel room
shenanigans, poop maps, and iconic tiktoks. Also, I leave
you lots and lots of polaroid pictures.
Shayna Saltzy- To years of meetings at your house, our
love of musical theatre, messy rooms, and goofy
pictures. I leave you a love of Beartholomew because he
has resided in our homes more than any bear should.
We both know he is misunderstood and love him
regardless. Treat him well.
Shayna Pellen- I leave you the original quarantine of
THE Friday Night when we slept downstairs alone. That’s
all and I love you forever mushy child.
Rachel Elise Eisenman- It’s odd to put you in my will
while hoping things don’t change as we leave NFTY-PAR
behind. Thank you for these amazing years of best
friendship, endless love, and constant support. I leave
you the expectation of receiving many FaceTime calls
next year.
Momma Manda- Amanda, I can only hope that you’re
car rides to meetings and pop-up events aren’t too lonely
without me to share my entire life story with you, sing
showtunes, and laugh about silly things that only come
up when two people are in the car for so long together. I
leave you peaceful and quiet trips.
Andrew Flatt- In NFTY, a lot of people come and go, but
you have stuck not just by PAR, but by my side for these
crazy past four years. NFTY is definitely what brought us
close and to you I leave my love of Shakespeare, our
bedside Mishkan T'filah, and 3am FaceTime calls.
RegBo 2018-2019- I began my Regional Board journey
completely clueless, but these incredible people helped
me grow into the person I am today, showed me what
leadership truly was, and became my best friends. This is
just to say thank you.
Shaina Kramer- To the person who has never failed to
be by my side and (seal) laugh with me, I leave you all
our memories (especially on snapchat from board
meetings), the walk back to the bunks at 1am, and late
programs.
Josh Deliver- Thank you for always being my buddy. I
leave you Shaarim stories, serenades, and a love of art.
SSTY- I leave each and every one of you the joy that
SSTY has given me. We’re small, but mighty! Never stop
fighting to keep us afloat and enjoy all the smiles you’ll

have together. Noa B and M
 ia R, I especially bless the
two of you to care for our little bunch and Shayna F,
Rosalie, and Alex S, I hope you’ll let every moment
change you for the better and keep coming back.
Harry R- My son, since your first event when you insisted
on calling me “dad” and hung on my arm, I knew you
were the perfect kind of crazy. I leave you VSCO
moments, selfies, and sarcastic comments.
Ezra B- I leave you endless grilled cheese, really good
music, and my utmost respect.
Lucas G- I leave you lots of hugs, deep talks at canteen,
epic photos, and cheesy smiles.
Sarah G- Keep dreaming big and working to change the
world. Your enthusiasm inspires me to be my best and I
can only hope I’ve done the same. I leave you social
action projects, lots of laughs, and dedication.
Abby G- Your streaks make my day and I leave you all
the positivity you can possibly gather in a lifetime.
Jake W- Here’s to all the hearts you’ll steal with your
singing and sweetness. You’re going big places kiddo.
Emily Eisenman- I leave you the iconic “Meyer and
Eisenman” friendship. Please keep Bohdan in line.
Reece R- From services, to FaceTime calls, to my
couch, thank you for helping me with every songleading
thing I’ve never known. I couldn’t write my services
without you. Lauren and All Song Leaders Ever- You
all amaze me and add such life to our region. I leave you
all the siyyums, services, friendship circles, song
sessions, and more. You’re the best.
Class of 2020- I leave you my endless texts to come to
events. Thank you for responding. There’s nobody I’d
rather spend these years with.
Maddy D- You are the best social action prodigy an
SAVP could ask for and I’m honored to hand this position
to such a hard working, passionate, and inspirational
person. I leave you the ability to change our community,
the world, and the lives of people everywhere. You’re
going to do extraordinary things and I believe in you with
all my heart.
New Board- I leave you strength to help you through the
trials and tribulations you’re about to encounter. You’re
going to become closer than you ever dreamed and I
hope it brings you as much joy as my two years did. They
were the best I could ask for.
Bohdan- To my not so baby brother, I leave you the
Meyer legacy. You’re going to grow and be more
amazing than your freshman mind can imagine. I love
you the most. I also leave you the responsibility of
passing this legacy to Dasia and Viviana.
NFTY-PAR- I always judged people who wrote really
long wills a little, but now I understand. Thank you for the
best years of my life and please never stop PARtying. I
pass to you all the happiness this community has given
me. Cherish it. I’ll see you when I staff.

The Last Will and Testimony of Shayna Clair Pellen
Ezra Briskin, the weirdest most caring person
and my best friend. I am so lucky we have
gotten so incredibly close. I leave you countless
newtown dates, all the cars movies, chocolate
chip cookie cake and the most contagious
laugh.! can’t wait for our future wedding :)
Sophie Kravtz and Sophia Levy, my forever
girls. I love you guys almost as we love belting
the hope at 8 o'clock on sundays. I leave you
countless side conversations through meetings,
sunday mornings, late night talks and our
forever board bonding room. Jade McDonnell,
you and I have been through a lot. I leave you
long car rides full of throwback songs and our
combination of basketball skills. Talia Newman,
Tracy Reich, and Darya Neil, I can’t believe our
time is up, but I am so excited to watch you guys
do big things. I leave you three endless
photoshoots and lots of laughter, i love you all.
Sydnee Ostroff I leave you all the ruach, and
hugs in the world. I am so happy we have gotten
so close, you are gonna do big things. Adam
Rothenberg, i leave you grilled cheese and an
endless supply of towels for when the sink
explodes. Victor Vernick, Alex Warsaw, Tyler
Pohl, Jordan Severino and Matt Loli, the
funniest people i have ever met. I leave you
guys endless basketball games and the aux
during canteen. Keep being crazy. Ari Beal, i
leave you the most thoughtful paragraphs, you
always know how to make everyone smile. To
Ben Beal, Reece Ratliff, Jake Weitzman,
Josh Deliver, and Lauren Aussprung, i leave
you guys all the creativity and music to ever
exist. The five of you make events come to life,
keep jammin out next year. Lex Winitsky, i
leave you all the jewish knowledge and winsty
activities. Lucas Golluber, I leave you a
memory card for your camera and ice cream
from margate dairy bear. SHAFTY the best tyg. I
feel so thankful to have been and worked with
the best group of people over the last couple of
years. Ferne thank you for pushing me these
last four years. I would not be where I am
without you and cherish all the advice and talks
we have had. Class of 2019, I know most of you
will never read this, but you have all collectively
made such an impact on my life in PAR.

Alex and Aflatt MY BOYS !! Wow this is weird..
i remember us all coming to our first events
together and every bus conversion. i seriously
love how close we all have been. Can’t wait for
more breakfast dates ! Shaina Kramer, my
biggie. thank you for showing me the ropes and
always being an open source of support. I love
you forever, never stop laughing. Mars, the
mom, we started this together and ever since
have always had each other back, waterfront
forever. Katie Bohall, i leave you the biggest
hug and biggest helping hand. Olivia, Allie,
Talia, Danielle, Molly and Claire, you are my
favorite people. Thanks for the constant support
and making anytime the best time. i love you all.
Eli i have had so much fun being on board with
you this year. i will miss our random calls and
car rides. Shayna Saltzburg it has been so
much fun working together this year ! I will
always cherish our Chicago and conshokoken
adventures, always here for you. Anna
Schwartz the strongest girl i know. You may be
the only person who can match my crazy
energy. I am so happy we have gotten so close
this year. Together we have come up with the
best ideas and pulled late all nighters. I can not
wait to see all you accomplish next year. Abby
Hart, my little sister. It still blows my mind that
we didn’t know each other a year ago. There is
no one else i would rather facetime constantly
and talk about everything with. You bring out my
goofy side and know how to make any situation
upbeat and full of laughter. Never lose your silly
personality, always here for you, love you sis.
Rachel Eisenman & Mahayla Meyer my best
friends, go to advice givers, and everything in
between. I am beyond thankful we have had this
year on board together. You guys know me
better than myself. Really not sure how we are
gonna be separated next year. Get ready for
endless ft calls, i love you forever broskis.
Amanda Wachstein aka the most supportive
person. Thank you for always being someone I
can rely on and always being there. You are
truly amazing and have taught me the most
valuable lesson this year, to believe in myself. I

The Last Will and Testimony of Shayna Clair Pellen
could not have asked for a better advisor to hold
us all together !

The Last Will and Testament of Hannah Jocelyn Scott
Marissa Magasiny: I leave you bus stop selfies with Ruth, endless amounts of naps, me constantly leaving stuff at your
house, sushi dates, and adoption papers for your parents to fill out. Thank you for being my unofficial sister.
Katie Bohall: I leave you that one trip to Rehoboth, Friendsgiving, the Turkey butter, sharing life lessons together, H&H gc,
678 committee, Uber rides, and that one meme I made for you… you know the one.
Delaney Magasiny: I leave you with the fact you’ll finally have Marissa out of the house, my birthday tiara that Ruth got me,
lots of poultry, and infinite love for Aaron Masters.
Reece Ratliff: I leave you snowball fights, Friendsgiving, my endless love for your sister, that one hockey game, girl scout
cookies, jam sessions, and random facetime calls.
Abby Hart: I leave you embarrassing pictures from when we were little, a love for crocs, our moms being overly excited
we’re friends, leggings bc thicc, winsty that one year together, pretending we’re making a makeup tutorial, and orange
clothing for hunting season #nftysurvivalkit
Mel Wolfson: I leave you pictures in Marissa’s room, that time I crashed AEFTY’s board meeting, that time I beat you in
cup pong, drunk santa, and the knowledge you have to put up with Delaney and Kylie :)
Tyler Pohl: I leave you that time we got stuck at Harlam, hair dye that matches with me, that one good and random facetime
we had, my endless love for Mars, the fact that water is wet, and my love for l’taken.
Lucas Golluber: I leave you with the fact I can no longer steal your camera, that time you sacrificed your only sweatshirt for
me, the latkreator, and my undying love for you.
Kylie Talarico: I leave you with all the knowledge you’ve learned about your sister, drunk santa, my love of nfty, that time I
slept in your bed, cramming into my bed, Spongebob the musical, Old Town Road, and my love of Dana.
Cara Silverman: I leave you my love of Cheer, winsty at your house, that extra hour at your house, corona virus, Jerry
Harris, migraine medicine, infinite cuddle puddles, a wheelchair because you’re always hurt, and my eternal love for Tyler.
Mackenzie Ratliff: I leave you all my love for you cutie, my birthday party, the fact you are the superior Ratliff, having you
and everyone else cram into my bed, and a playlist that only has your brother’s songs.
Mia Fremder: I leave you convention and that amazing experience we had as roommates, that one kid from convention, and
an endless love for Texas.
Bri Schwartz: I leave an endless amount of TEFTY meetings, pictures in the snow, spilling water and drying ourselves in the
bathroom, and an endless amount of love for tefty.
Jake Weitzman: I leave you my chair for all future tefty meetings because you finally belong at the table (maybe, still
deciding), I leave you the deleted pictures of your brother I once had, avengers endgame, and the knowledge you see me at
school everyday.
Jess Firstenberg: Gone but not forgotten, I leave you the memories of when we didn’t get along, winsty in pittsburgh
together, our ginger bond, and the fact we survived tefty!!!
Peace out NFTY-PAR, it’s been real!! Love you all!

The Last Will and Testament of Elijah M. Weitzman

To TEFTY, I leave my perseverance and fighting spirit for the future, so you may use it
soon.
To Jess Firstenberg, I leave the presidential spirit.
To Ari Beal, I leave the fascination with parliamentary practice.
To Evan Chartock, I leave the greatest secret handshake ever.
To Ben Kedson, I leave technology,
To Mahayla, I leave PET PET.
To Shayna, I leave the random and crazy phone calls.
To Amanda, I leave my sanity, and constant annoying forgetfulness.
To my board, I leave my bad sense of humor.
To Jake, I leave the Weitzman name and legacy, may you keep it and bring it more
growth.
To NFTY-PAR, I leave the spirit for a bright future ahead.

